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Local Binary Patterns: New Variants and Applications (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2013

	This book introduces Local Binary Patterns (LBP), arguably one of the most powerful texture descriptors, and LBP variants. This volume provides the latest reviews of the literature and a presentation of some of the best LBP variants by researchers at the forefront of textual analysis research and research on LBP descriptors and variants. The...
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Rotors: Stress Analysis and Design (Mechanical Engineering Series)Springer, 2012

	Stress and strain analysis of rotors subjected to surface and body loads, as well as to thermal loads deriving from temperature variation along the radius, constitutes a classic subject of machine design. Nevertheless attention is limited to rotor profiles for which governing equations are solvable in closed form. Furthermore very few actual...
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Electronic Properties of MaterialsSpringer, 2004
"This book will provide an excellent fundamental understanding of materials for the wide range of electrical and electronic appliances.”

This book on electrical, optical, magnetic and thermal properties of materials differs from other introductory texts in solid state physics. First, it is written for engineers, particularly...
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Advances in Silicon Carbide Processing and ApplicationsArtech House Publishers, 2004
Learn the latest advances in SiC (Silicon Carbide) technology from the leading experts in the field with this new cutting-edge resource. The book is your single source for in-depth information on both SiC device fabrication and system-level applications. This comprehensive reference begins with an examination of how SiC is grown and how defects in...
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Advanced Air and Noise Pollution Control: Volume 2Humana Press, 2004

	Leading pollution control educators and practicing professionals describe how various combinations of different cutting-edge process systems can be arranged to solve air, noise, and thermal pollution problems. Each chapter discusses in detail a variety of process combinations, along with technical and economic evaluations, and presents...
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Dictionary of Industrial TermsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This is the most comprehensive dictionary of maintenance and reliability terms ever compiled, covering the process, manufacturing, and other related industries, every major area of engineering used in industry, and more. The over 15,000 entries are all alphabetically arranged and include special features to encourage usage and understanding....
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A Course in Theoretical PhysicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	This book is a comprehensive account of five extended modulescovering the key branches of twentieth-century theoretical physics,taught by the author over a period of three decades to students onbachelor and master university degree courses in both physics andtheoretical physics.


	The modules cover nonrelativistic quantum mechanics,...
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Remote Sensing of the Asian SeasSpringer, 2018

	A wide variety of marginal basins, ranging from polar to equatorial regions, and a few sizeable enclosed basins, can all be included among the Asian Seas. The Arctic Ocean shelf seas off Siberia; the sheltered basins along the Pacific Ocean’s western rim; the coastal seas of the northernmost Indian Ocean, including the semi-enclosed Red...
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The Microwave Processing of Foods (Woodhead Publishing in Food Science, Technology and Nutrition)CRC Press, 2005

	With its advantages over conventional thermal processing such as more rapid heating and preservation of sensory and nutritional quality, microwave processing has proved a versatile technology. From an international team of contributors, The Microwave Processing of Foods reviews the wealth of recent research on how this technology...
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Lumped Elements for RF and Microwave CircuitsArtech House Publishers, 2003
During the last decade, stimulated by unprecedented growth in the wireless
communication application, outstanding progress has been made in the development
of low-cost solutions for front-end RF and microwave systems. Lumped
elements such as inductors, capacitors, and resistors have played a vital role in
the development of such...
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Solution Processing of Inorganic MaterialsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Discover the materials set to revolutionize the electronics industry
The search for electronic materials that can be cheaply solution-processed into films, while simultaneously providing quality device characteristics, represents a major challenge for materials scientists. Continuous semiconducting thin films with large carrier mobilities are...
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Mechanics of the CellCambridge University Press, 2012

	The cells of our bodies represent a very large class of systems whose structural

	components often are both complex and soft. A system may be complex

	in the sense that it may comprise several components having quite

	different mechanical characteristics, with the result that the behavior of the

	system as a whole reflects an...
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